Nowadays, massive amounts of point cloud data can be collected thanks to advances in data acquisition and processing technologies like dense image matching and airborne LiDAR (Light Detection and Ranging) scanning. With the increase in volume and precision, point cloud data offers a useful source of information for natural resource management, urban planning, self-driving cars and more. At the same time, the scale at which point cloud data is produced, introduces management challenges: it is important to achieve efficiency both in terms of querying performance and space requirements. Traditional file-based solutions to point cloud management offer space efficiency, however, cannot scale to such massive data and provide the same declarative power as a database management system (DBMS).
INTRODUCTION
Recent advances in laser technology [30] and image processing [8] have evolved the importance of point cloud data and challenges considering its management. The ease of gathering 3D point cloud data, together with its public availability, have made it more attractive to users. During recent years, many datasets have been released as open data. These datasets offer a useful source of information for natural resource management, urban planning and more, by modeling point data through up to 26 properties such as x, y, and z coordinates, angle of scan, and color. One such prominent dataset is the second national height map of the Netherlands (AHN2) [18] , which was acquired through airborne and terrestrial scanning and contains 640 billion points.
Given the massive amounts of point cloud data, it is important to achieve efficiency in terms of both querying performance and storage footprint. Traditional solutions to point cloud data management are file-based: points are stored in files in a predefined format and processed by application-specific algorithms. These solutions typically employ efficient compression schemes, but 1) face scalability problems with respect to the increasing number and size of files to process and 2) lack the declarative power of a DBMS [1, 29] . Therefore, research in this area has recently shifted towards DBMSs, as many of the data management challenges encountered with the increasing point cloud data size have already been addressed in DBMS solutions [29] . Recent work [1, 6, 12, 29] illustrates the potential of column-store DBMSs to meet point cloud management requirements, but focuses mostly on processing performance and ignores storage considerations. This paper presents a design for storing and managing point cloud data in the context of column-store DBMSs, that is driven both by time and space efficiency requirements. More specifically, we employ dictionary-based compression (DBC) -a compression method frequently used in main-memory column stores [5, 13] -in the spatial domain and enhance it with indexing capabilities, minimizing both space and time requirements. The resulting technique, Space-Filling Curve Dictionary-Based Compression (SFC-DBC), compresses point cloud data using DBC, leveraging the frequent repetition of the values for x, y, and z coordinates across point cloud entries; this property is particularly evident for data obtained through image matching processing as it inherits the grid-like structure of images. DBC significantly minimizes space requirements. However, it is agnostic to spatial data properties. To preserve and exploit spatial data properties and thus optimize further for query execution, we combine DBC with Space-Filling Curve (SFC) order to design a new compression scheme.
According to our compression scheme, a point cloud entry is represented through its position in an artificially introduced 3D dictionary space and indexed using a SFC order. As we illustrate in our experimental results, SFC-DBC does not require additional space resources, and yet significantly optimizes query execution, compared to traditional DBC. With respect to the traditional spacefilling curve-based approaches, it minimizes storage footprint and increases resilience to skew.
In particular, our contributions are:
• We explore different solutions to store and manage point cloud data, having dictionary-based compression as a firstclass citizen.
• We develop SFC-DBC, a novel encoding scheme that employs dictionary-based compression in the spatial domain, enhancing it with indexing capabilities to provide time and space efficiency properties.
• We develop and evaluate our approach as a research prototype in the context of SAP HANA [5] . SFC-DBC outperforms other dictionary-based compression schemes by up to 61% in terms of space and up to 9.4x in terms of query performance.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. We provide the background of our work, i.e., discuss DBC and SFC order in the context of point cloud data management in Section 2. We introduce our approach in Section 3 and discuss experimental evaluation in Section 4. Finally, we give an overview of related work in Section 5 and draw conclusions in Section 6.
BACKGROUND
Our proposed solution combines dictionary-based compression (DBC) and space-filling curve (SFC) order to efficiently store and manage point cloud data. Therefore, in this section we discuss the choice of DBC and SFC order, describe traditional approaches to these techniques and outline their shortcoming and challenges when it comes to point cloud data management.
Dictionary-based Compression
Two major technologies that are used for point cloud data acquisition are LiDAR [30] and dense image matching [8] . LiDAR is fundamentally a distance technology that uses an emitted laser pulse to determine an object's distance from a sensor, while image processing technology acquires point cloud data through dense image matching of multiple overlapping aerial images. With recent technological advancements, dense image matching has gained popularity as it offers the same capabilities as LiDAR, at a lower price and finer resolution [8] . Whether the point cloud data is obtained through LiDAR or image matching technology, the values for x, y, and z coordinates (not the points themselves) repeat across point cloud entries frequently. The data obtained through image matching processing by default has these properties as it inherits the grid-like structure of images, while LiDAR data obtains these characteristics as the result of typically employed post-processing steps (e.g., thinning-out of data) [25, 30] . We take advantage of these patterns in data distribution by employing DBC, a method frequently used in main-memory column stores [5, 13] . Dictionary-based Compression. DBC compresses a column by mapping its domain to a list of continuous integer values, i.e., replacing wide values in the attribute domain with smaller codes. Its simplest form consists of a dictionary and an index vector (IV ). The dictionary stores the sorted distinct values of the column domain, while the IV maps each point to its position in the dictionary.
When naively applied in the context of point clouds, DBC represents point cloud data as three independent columns -one for each dimension of the 3D space -composed of a dictionary and an IV. The dictionary stores the sorted distinct values for the corresponding dimension and the IV maps the point to its corresponding position in the dictionary, as illustrated in Figure 1 . A 3D range query is executed by performing binary search on the dictionary of each dimension to identify values and their corresponding positions in dictionaries that intersect with the query range. The binary search is followed by a scan of the corresponding IV to identify the records that match the identified dictionary position.
Challenges. Although the baseline DBC solution to store and query point cloud data is a straightforward one, it wastes computational resources as it does not leverage the spatial properties of data. More precisely, it treats and consequently processes the dimensions and points independently, leading to a full scan of the IVs for each dimension. As we illustrate in our experiments (Section 4), even optimized scans of vector data require considerable time when processing massive point cloud datasets.
Therefore, to optimize this strategy we leverage a correlation within and across point cloud entries. A point cloud entry is represented with x, y, and z coordinates that are correlated, i.e., they describe a point in 3D space. Moreover, there is a correlation across the points: points close in 3D space will be frequently processed (e.g., queried) together. Therefore, we take advantage of this property and organize data to persevere spatial proximity. Consequently, we can restrict a search range using an index structure (that combines all 3 dimensions) and improve the data access patterns. However, a challenge is to achieve this in both time and space-efficient manner, as an index-like structure normally increases the storage footprint. 
Space-filling Curves
A common way to preserve and exploit spatial data properties is by using Space-filling Curves (SFC) [14-16, 21, 29] . SFC-based organization transforms data from a multi-to a one-dimensional domain using a SFC to impose a total, 1D order by visiting all the points in a d-dimensional grid exactly once. The Hilbert curve [10] , the Gray-code curve [3] , and the Z-order [20] are examples of SFC curves that are effective in preserving spatial proximity [4, 10, 17] . We opt to use a SFC-based organization to preserve and exploit spatial data properties due to its suitability for column-store DBMS. By transforming data to a 1D domain, we do not preserve spatial proximity to the same extent as with multi-dimensional data structures, however, we retain the ability to employ efficient scans of vector data. Simplicity and efficiency in the preprocessing step are additional benefits of this approach. In the following we describe the traditional approach to organize and query data using SFC. We focus on range queries as they are broadly used in many applications and are also the fundamental building block for many other spatial queries (e.g., k-nearest neighbor queries [11] ). SFC Organization. SFC order reorganizes data in three steps: (1) Partition the dataset's universe with a uniform grid and assign to each cell a value on the space-filling curve (SFCcode), (2) Assign SFCcode to every point cloud entry according to the grid cell they belong to, where multiple point cloud entries can map to the same SFCcode value, and (3) Sort the points based on the assigned SFCcode.
Range query execution is composed of two steps. 1) Transform a query to the 1D domain according to the SFC-order and perform binary search on the SFCcodes data structure based on the transformed ranges. 2) As a SFCcode is assigned per cell and not per point basis, all the points whose SFCcode matches the result of the binary search have to be additionally checked whether they belong to the query range in order to remove false positives. Techniques that partition the curve into multiple sub-intervals, each of which is fully contained in the original range [28] , are used in order to minimize the number of checks in the second step.
Challenges. SFC-based organization offers a simple and efficient way to preserve and exploit spatial proximity. However, it does so by constructing a SFC order that is stored in addition to the data model. Therefore, whether we preserve data in the initial form (uncompressed 3D points) or use dictionary-based representation (Section 2.1), the SFCcodes structure requires additional storage resources. Consequently, applying the traditional scheme improves querying performance, however, it hurts space efficiency (as we illustrate in our experiments, Section 4).
SPACE-FILLING CURVE DICTIONARY-BASED COMPRESSION
To efficiently employ DBC in the spatial domain, we develop SpaceFilling Curve Dictionary-Based Compression (SFC-DBC), a solution for storing and managing point cloud data that is driven both by time and space efficiency requirements. SFC-DBC combines DBC with SFC order to ensure space efficiency and preserve spatial proximity, thus optimizing for query execution. Our approach ultimately applies DBC in the spatial domain and enhances it with indexing capabilities without introducing additional storage requirements. SFC-DBC represents a point cloud entry through its position in an artificially introduced 3D dictionary space and indexes it using a SFC order. The dictionary space is a compressed 3D space that we reconstruct from x, y, and z dictionaries. To do so, we exploit the fact that the dictionaries resemble the dataset space (universe) when combined, since each of them is sorted according to the corresponding dimension. SFC-DBC represents and indexes a point cloud entry using a SFC order constructed over this 3D space. Figure 2 illustrates the dictionary space where, for the sake of simplicity, we use a 2D illustration. The SFC order (Z-order in our example) is constructed over the dictionary space, by partitioning it into four cells per dimension. SFC-DBC represents and indexes a point cloud entry with its position in the SFC order, i.e., with the assigned SFCcode which identifies the dictionary space cell that the point belongs to. As multiple points can map to the same SFCcode, to uniquely represent the position of the point in the dictionary space (and thus its value), SFC-DBC additionally captures the position within the cell that the point belongs to. For instance, in Figure 2 a point P (0.1, 1.5) is represented through our encoding scheme with a SFCcode that encodes the cell ids that P maps to (0 and 0 value for x and y coordinate, indicated with blue color) and with the offsets that store the position of P within a cell (0 and 1 value for x and y coordinate, indicated with red color).
Improvement over DBC. With respect to traditional DBC, SFC-DBC significantly optimizes query execution, and yet it does not require additional storage resources, as we illustrate in Section 3.3. The key insight is that a SFC order is integrated into the dictionary space model. Consequently, the SFC order plays the role of the IV data structure (Section 2.1) while preserving spatial data proximity and low storage footprint. Improvement over SFC. Compared to traditional SFC-based approaches, SFC-DBC minimizes storage footprint and increases resilience to skew. SFC-DBC achieves this by constructing a spacefilling curve over a reduced dictionary space, instead of the original data space (universe). This partitioning strategy has a twofold effect on SFC-DBC. First, it enables the integration of SFC into the dictionary model. This consequently lowers the storage footprint and assigns two roles to the SFC: the role of spatial index and IV in DBC. Second, it enables a better adjustment of SFCcodes to the distribution of the data. Figure 3 illustrates an example of data partitioning using both SFC-DBC and traditional SFC-based strategy. We use the subset of a dataset represented with six points p1-p5 & pn and assume that each dimension is divided into four cells. The SFC order, constructed according to the traditional encoding scheme, follows space-oriented partitioning, i.e., it uses uniform partitioning of the space, regardless of data distribution. As opposed to this, SFC order in SFC-DBC is defined in a data-driven way. As illustrated in the example, datadriven partitioning improves skew handling, since it is done based on the actual points values. Data-partitioning also restricts the number of distinct points per cell, additionally improving skew resilience. In the example, SFC-DBC can have at most four distinct points per cell, while space-oriented partitioning does not have these guaranties.
In the following subsections we discuss necessary data structures and describe how to build and use them in the preprocessing and querying step. Finally, we conclude with the benefits and scope of our approach.
Preprocessing & Data Structures
The SFC-DBC approach represents a point cloud entry through its position in an artificially introduced 3D dictionary space and indexes it using a SFC order. Consequently, the preprocessing step results in two types of data structures: dictionary-and index-like structures. In the following we describe these structures and the preprocessing step that produces them.
Data Structures. SFC-DBC operates on a dictionary space and a space-filling curve index vector (SFC_IV ) data structures, as illustrated in Figure 2 and Figure 4 . The dictionary space is a 3-dimensional space reconstructed from x, y, and z dictionaries that captures the distinct values of point cloud entries in each dimension.
SFC_IV maps each point to its position in the dictionary space and thereby its value. At the same time, it plays the role of a spatial index by encoding the point through its position in the SFC order constructed on top of the dictionary space.
To uniquely identify the position of a point in dictionary space, SFC_IV further consists of the SFCcodes and offsets vectors. The SFCcodes vector maps the point to its position in the SFC order based on the assigned SFCcode. The corresponding SFCcode does not uniquely identify the position of the point in the dictionary space but rather the cell it is in, as we assume that a point cloud entry does not have a unique representation in the SFC order. Therefore, we additionally capture the position of the point within the cell using the offsets vector data structure. The SFCcodes structure is additionally compressed to minimize the storage requirements. More precisely, considering that multiple points map to the same SFCcode, we store just the distinct SFCcodes values and their corresponding starting positions in the input.
Preprocessing. The preprocessing step consists of four tasks that we describe through an example illustrated in Figure 4 . First, we begin by producing a 3D dictionary space and a grid on top of it. More precisely, we produce a dictionary per dimension and divide them into cells, for each dimension independently. The number of cells is determined by the number of bits assigned per dimension (BPD) in the SFCcode and it corresponds to 2 BPD . For instance, in the example (Figure 4) , the x dictionary is divided into 1024 cells as BPD corresponds to 10. Consequently, every cell has two dictionary entries, given that the number of entries in the x dictionary is 2000. Notice that the number of entries per cell (EPC) differs between x, y, and z dimensions as the dictionaries have different sizes (depending on the number of distinct values per dimension).
Second, once the dictionary space is partitioned, we assign a SFCcode to every point according to the dictionary cells they belong to. For instance, the first point P (1.2, 55, 0.5) in the example (Figure 4 , points) belongs to the cells with ids 1, 1 and 0 for the x, y, and z dimension respectively, and thus the SFCcode encodes these ids. The ids, however, do not uniquely identify the position of the point in the dictionaries. To do so, in the third step we additionally store the position of the point within the cells (Figure 4 , offsets) -therefore, for the first point we store 0, 2 and 1 values according to x, y, and z dimensions. Lastly, once the final structures are produced, we sort them according to the assigned SFCcode. 
Query Execution
Similar to the traditional SFC-based approach, the query execution is composed of two steps. In the first step, the SFCcodes vector restricts search space by producing the candidate results set, while in the second step we additionally prune, i.e., remove false positive results.
The first step is illustrated in Algorithm 1. The query execution first transforms the query range to the 1D domain, by determining its position in the dictionary space and calculating the corresponding qSFCcodes. Based on the produced codes, we determine the candidate result set by performing binary search on the SFCcodes vector. The resulting candidate set may contain false positive results considering that the SFCcode is assigned per cell and not per point. Therefore, in the second step we check if the identified points indeed belong to the query range.
To do so, we reconstruct the position of the point in the dictionary (and thus its value) for the points identified in the candidate results set and check if they belong to the query range. We perform this algorithm for all three dimensions in parallel, as illustrated in Algorithm 2. More precisely, the position is reconstructed by combining the decoded SFCcode and offset values, i.e., applying the following formula for the corresponding dimension:
where cell_id represents the dictionary cell id obtained by decoding the SFCcode for the corresponding dimension and EPC stands for the number of entries per cell in the corresponding dictionary. Once the position is reconstructed, we check if it belongs to the query range <minDQ, maxDQ>, which corresponds to the minimum and maximum position in the dictionary that the query maps to (obtained in Algorithm 1).
Filtering. The time consuming operations in this process are the scan of the offsets vector and the decoding of the SFCcode. As the decoding is done once per distinct SFCcode value (once a value is decoded it is reused for all the points that have the same SFCcode), the scan of the offsets vector dominates the total execution time, as illustrated in Section 4.2. Therefore, to optimize the offsets vector scan, SFC-DBC minimizes the number of the offset entries necessary to be examined by skipping the entries that are completely enclosed by the query range. This can be done by checking the enclosedByQuery condition in Algorithm 2, which requires just the decoded SFCcode and EPC values in order to calculate the minimum and maximum position in dictionary that the points with a given SFCcode can map to. Intuitively, this optimization is more beneficial for the non-selective queries, as illustrated in Section 4.5.
Discussion
SFC-DBC enhances dictionary-based compression with indexing capabilities, optimizing for query execution without introducing additional space requirements. Therefore, in the following we analyze the space requirements of the baseline DBC and SFC-DBC. We conclude the section discussing the scope of our approach.
Space Requirements. As illustrated in Section 2.1, the baseline DBC operates based on dictionaries and IV. Therefore, its total space requirements correspond to Equation 2, where for the sake of simplicity we assume that each dictionary in 3D space has the same length. More precisely, 3×DS ×de represents the space requirements of the dictionaries, where DS and de are the number of entries and the size of an entry in the corresponding dictionary respectively. IVs corresponds to 3 × n × loд 2 DS, where n is the number of points and loд 2 DS is the number of bits per IV entry (which corresponds to the number of bits necessary to represent the maximum position in the corresponding dictionary).
On the other hand, the SFC-DBC approach stores dictionaries, offsets and SFCcodes vectors, resulting in the total space requirements illustrated in Equation 3. More precisely, the dictionaries are represented with 3×DS×de, the offsets vectors with 3×n×loд 2 ⌈DS/2 BP D ⌉ where BPD is the number of bits assigned per dimension, while the SFCcodes vector corresponds to #SFCcode × 3 × BPD where #SFC-code represents the number of distinct SFCcode values. Compared to the space requirements of the baseline DBC -the dictionaries are identical, offsets vector minimizes the resources of IV since an offset entry indexes the values within a dictionary cell as opposed to the entire dictionary, while SFCcodes vector introduces additional space requirements.
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Therefore, comparing the requirements of both approaches (according to Equation 2 and Equation 3), the SFC-DBC approach subtracts 3 × n × BPD, while at the same time it introduces an additional overhead in the form of 3 × #SFCcode × BPD. Considering that n ⩾ #SFCcode, the benefit is higher than the overhead and thus, the space requirements of SFC-DBC are always smaller or equal to the requirements of DBC.
Scope. As discussed, DBC is a good approach for point cloud data representation, because of the repetition of values for the x, y, and z coordinates. A limitation for such dictionary-based solutions is that this property cannot be guaranteed for raw (unprocessed) point cloud data obtained through LiDAR technology, as it results in unstructured form. However, LiDAR data typically obtains these characteristics as the result of post-processing steps (e.g., thinningout of data) [25, 30] .
Additionally, our solution is primarily designed for a static use case, due to the static nature of point cloud data. An insertion/update into our encoding scheme is a possible, yet costly operation as the whole preprocessing might need to be redone. However, this limitation does not hurt this scheme in the context of SAP HANA. As we discuss in section 4, HANA has segments of storage that do not need to provide cheap single-insert or update operations due to the Delta/Main concept.
EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
In this section we first describe the experimental setup and methodology and then evaluate the performance of the proposed approaches over real-world datasets. Hardware Configuration. We run experiments on a SuSE Linux Enterprise Server 12 SP1 machine equipped with 4 Intel Xeon CPU E7-4880v2 processors at 2.50GHz and 512GB of RAM. Each processor has 15 cores with private L1 (32KB) and L2 (256KB) caches, as well as 37,5MB of shared L3 cache. SAP HANA. HANA is an in-memory database that offers the possibility to store data in either a row-oriented or a column-oriented fashion. It has a unique way of handling inserts and updates. More precisely, each column partition has two segments, a read-optimized Main segment and a write-optimized Delta segment. Updates and inserts are written to the Delta segment, while Main segments are created by an asynchronous background task. As this process has access to all the column fragment's data, it can make an optimal decision on the type of the Main segment (such as our SFC-DBC container) to be created and its properties. The column store's design is centered around SIMD operations to speed up scans of vector data [31] . This design choice is reflected in our proposed encoding scheme. It is necessary to notice that SAP HANA is the system that we used as a proof of concept to develop and evaluate our approach, however, the proposed solution can be integrated in other main memory column-store DBMS. Implementation. All indexing techniques are implemented in C++ and compiled with GCC 4.8.5. The list below summarizes the implementations that we study experimentally.
Baseline corresponds to the baseline dictionary-based compression approach described in Section 2.1.
SFC-DBC represents our approach, introduced in Section 3. We use the Z-order as a SFC order, due to its simplicity and the huge body of work on its efficient range query algorithms (e.g., [2, 27, 28] ). In our approach, a zcode encodes the cell ids (for x, y, and z dimension) that a point cloud entry maps to in a uniform grid built over the dictionary space and, therefore, we represent a zcode as an integer. The BPD in a zcode determines the total number of cells (per corresponding dimension) in the uniform grid and, consequently, the maximum number of point cloud entries that can qualify for the second step in the query execution of our approach, i.e., removing false positives. We represent zcode with 32 bits (10 bits per dimension -BPD) as a trade-off between memory resources and precision (number of false positives to be filtered).
SFC stands for the Space-Filling Curve-based approach, which we implemented as a middle ground solution between the Baseline approach and SFC-DBC. The SFC approach does not require decoding of SFCcode, however, it needs additional space for its storage. Therefore, we use SFC to evaluate SFC-DBC: the overhead introduced with its decoding step, but also the storage benefits.
More precisely, the SFC approach corresponds to the traditional approach described in Section 2.2 with one modification. To have a fair comparison in terms of space requirements, we build a SFC order as an addition to the DBC model. Therefore, the SFC approach extends the Baseline approach with a SFC order, using space-oriented partitioning of the dataset universe. Consequently, it stores the SFCcodes vector in addition to the structures used in the Baseline approach ( Section 2.1). Like in the SFC-DBC approach, we use the Z-order and compress the SFCcodes, each represented with 32 bits. The query execution is adjusted to the DBC model. We first execute a query on the SFCcodes producing a candidate results set, while in the second step we remove false positive results by examining the actual points. Similar to the Baseline approach, the points are examined by combining the information from dictionaries and IVs. However, the scan of IV is restricted, as we examine just the ranges detected by the candidate results set. Datasets. We use two types of datasets, obtained using dense image matching and LiDAR technologies. "Senatsverwaltung für Wirtschaft, Technologie und Forschung" and "Europäischer Fonds für regionale Entwicklung (EFRE)" provided the datasets that are generated using dense image matching. Berlin aerial scan has regular point distribution with 100 points per square meter, while terrestrial castle scan represents irregular point distribution and a varying point density. We also use AHN2 dataset [18] , obtained using LiDAR technology. To evaluate the scalability of approaches, we sample the datasets uniformly, increasing the dataset size from 125 million points to 1 billion points. Queries. We produce one hundred 2D and 3D range queries that follow uniform distribution. We vary selectivity by increasing the queries' volume: 10 −2 %, 10 −1 %, 1%, 10%, 20%, and 40%. Experimental Results. In all the experiments we illustrate relative numbers. More precisely, the execution time is relative to the Baseline approach, i.e., its execution time obtained when processing the smallest dataset (125M elements). Following the same logic, the space requirements results are relative to the Uncompressed storage model (considering the smallest dataset).
Space Requirements
In this set of experiments we evaluate the space requirements of the aforementioned approaches when processing the Berlin aerial and AHN2 datasets. We measure the requirements of dictionaries and IVs for the Baseline approach, considering additionally the size of SFCcodes for the SFC-based approaches. Furthermore, we measure the size of uncompressed data, i.e., when using a straightforward approach of storing all three coordinates. Figure 5a ) presents the relative space requirements, while Figure 5b) illustrates the breakdown for the smallest and the biggest point cloud size when processing the Berlin aerial dataset. The horizontal line corresponds to the requirements of the Uncompressed model, for the smallest dataset.
Dictionary-based compression significantly reduces the space requirements: the Baseline approach reduces the space necessary to represent uncompressed data by up to 65%. SFC-DBC additionally minimizes the requirements, reducing the Baseline approach storage footprint by up to 40%. On the other hand, the SFC approach requires up to 13% more storage compared to the Baseline approach. The observed trends are similar for the AHN2 dataset, as illustrated in Figure 6a ). Figure 5b ) all dictionary-based approaches have dictionaries of the same size, while the Index (i.e., IV /offsets) and the SFCcodes requirements vary. SFC-DBC has the smallest Index size, where the space reduction over the SFC and Baseline approaches is constant -46%. On the other hand, it produces more distinct SFCcodes values compared to the SFC approach due to data-oriented partitioning (as discussed in Section 3). Consequently, it increases the space quota, but it also improves skew handling by enabling a better adjustment of SFCcodes to the distribution of the data.
According to

Query Performance
To experimentally evaluate the query performance of SFC-DBC we execute 100 uniformly distributed 3D and 2D range queries with a selectivity of 1% on the Berlin aerial and AHN2 datasets. Figure 7 illustrates the relative execution time when executing 3D and 2D queries on the Berlin aerial dataset. As the experiment illustrates, the Baseline approach requires substantially more time because it scans the complete IVs, whereas the SFC-based approaches scan just the intervals detected by the candidate result set. Therefore, the SFC-DBC approach outperforms the Baseline approach with speedup of 7.5 -8.9 and 6.8 -9.4x, when executing 3D and 2D queries respectively. SFC-DBC achieves performance comparable to that of the SFC approach considering that 1) decoding is done once per distinct SFCcode value, and 2) the decoded value was sufficient to decide whether a point satisfies a range query for 86% of the candidate result set values (i.e., the filtering step was applied, Section 3.2). Therefore, SFC-DBC compensates for the decoding step by its ability to avoid the offsets vector scan. The observed trends are similar for the AHN2 dataset, as illustrated in Figure 6b ). Figure 8 presents the execution time breakdown for the SFC-DBC approach when processing the smallest and the biggest point cloud datasets. Decoding represents the time necessary to perform decoding of SFCcode and the Binary Search&Scan measures the time necessary to perform binary search (on SFCcodes and dictionaries) and the scan of the corresponding offsets. As the small dataset (125M points) is produced by uniformly sampling the biggest dataset (1000M points), the number of distinct SFCcode values does not differ significantly between two datasets -the 1000M dataset has x1.32 more distinct SFCcodes. Therefore, the decoding time takes 71% and 13% of the total execution time, since the number of distinct SFCcodes corresponds to 29% and 5% of the point cloud entries in the smallest and biggest datasets respectively.
Impact of Skew
In the following set of experiments we analyze the impact of skew on the space requirements and query performance of SFC-based approaches. We execute 100 uniformly distributed 3D queries (1% selectivity) on the Terrestrial castle scan that has irregular point distribution and a varying point density. Figure 9a ) measures space requirements, while Figure 9b) illustrates the execution time.
Due to skew in data distribution and density, the space requirements of the dictionary-based approaches are minimized compared to their requirements when processing data with uniform distribution (Section 4.1). As the number of distinct values per coordinate decreases, the space requirements of dictionaries and IVs/offsets also decrease and therefore, the Baseline approach reduces the space necessary to represent uncompressed data by up to 75%. Skew additionally reduces the number of distinct SFCcodes and thus, SFC-DBC reduces the Baseline approach storage footprint by up to 61%.
On the other hand, skew in data distribution and density reflects to SFCcodes distribution and thus penalizes query performance. More specifically, having fewer distinct SFCcodes increases the number of point cloud entries needed to be checked for intersection per SFCcode. Therefore, the speedup of SFC-DBC and SFC approaches over the Baseline approach drops up to 10% and 16% compared to the speedup achieved when processing the data with uniform distribution. SFC-DBC incurs smaller performance penalties as the decrease in the number of distinct SFCcodes has a twofold effect on performance. On one hand, it hurts performance since the number of points necessary to be scanned increases. On the other hand, it decreases the number of SFCcodes necessary to be decoded.
Impact of Selectivity
To evaluate the impact of selectivity on query performance we execute one hundred 3D queries on the Berlin aerial dataset (500 million points) varying selectivity from 10 −2 % to 40%. Figure 10 illustrates the total execution time.
As expected, SFC-based approaches benefit from queries with high selectivity. They minimize the number of IV/offsets entries necessary to be scanned using a SFC order as an index, while the Baseline approach performs a full IV scan. On the other hand, less selective queries (e.g., 40% selectivity) favour the Baseline approach considering that they touch significant amount of data. Thus, the speedup of the SFC-DBC approach drops from 8.4x to 2.8x when decreasing query selectivity.
Impact of Filtering
To evaluate the impact of filtering (introduced in Section 3.2) on the performance of SFC-DBC, we execute one hundred 3D queries on the Berlin aerial dataset (500 million points) varying selectivity from 10 −2 % to 10%. Figure 11 illustrates the relative execution time for the SFC-DBC approach, when we enable and disable filtering.
The filtering step minimizes the range that has to be scanned in the offsets vector. Since the length of the range is determined by the query selectivity, the impact of filtering depends on the selectivity. As illustrated in the Figure 11 , the filtering step significantly improves the execution time for low selectivity queries, considering that it filters more data (e.g., the improvement in the execution time is 38% for 10% selectivity). On the other hand, filtering does not have a significant impact on performance when executing high selectivity queries (e.g., for 10 −2 % selectivity queries the improvement in the execution time is 0.6%).
RELATED WORK
In this section we first give a general overview of existing point cloud management systems, following up with compression and indexing capabilities of current systems. General. File-based solutions (e.g., LAStools [23] ) represent a traditional approach to point cloud data management: points are stored in files in a predefined format and processed by applicationspecific algorithms. The typical file format is LAS, alongside with compressed alternatives, e.g., Rapidlasso's LAZ [24] and ESRI's ZLAS. File-based solutions have been widely used, however, as point cloud data increases in size and popularity, it becomes more challenging for them to fulfill recent data management requirements. First, file-based solutions have limited functionality in terms of declarative power and multi-user support [29] . Second, they face scalability problems with respect to the increasing number of files to process and their size [1, 29] . A recent benchmark [29] proposes a hybrid solution to address the scalability problem, employing a DBMS to manage the meta-data of a file-based solution. Research in this area has recently shifted towards DBMS as many of the data management challenges, encountered with the increasing point cloud data size, have already been addressed in DBMS solutions. Current DBMSs support point cloud data management in the form of extensions and specific data types, distinguishing between blocks and the flat table model. The blocks model groups spatially collocated points into blocks, preserving spatial proximity. Although the blocks organization offers basic compression capabilities, it also requires blocks to be unpacked when executing queries. This introduces significant overhead when executing high selectivity queries [29] . On the other hand, the flat model uses the straightforward approach of storing one point per row, which makes it efficient when executing less complex queries, however, it requires significant storage resources [29] . A recent benchmark [29] evaluates the performance of these models, experimenting with various systems, including both file-based solutions and DBMSs. More precisely, the blocks storage model was tested through Oracle and PostgreSQL (their point cloud extensions [19, 22] ), while the flat model was used in MonetDB, but also in Oracle and PostgreSQL.
Recent work [1, 12, 29] illustrates the potential of column-store DBMSs to meet point cloud management requirements. The MonetDB demo [1] showcases the declarative power of DBMS when managing point cloud data that is enriched with semantics from different sources. The solution proposed in [12] focuses on implementation details of existing algorithms for spatial selections and joins on modern hardware, and does not address space efficiency.
Compression. The blocks model offers basic compression capabilities as the points within a block have a common base. For instance, PostgreSQL and LAS take advantage of this by representing the point cloud entries within each block as 32 bit integers with a scale and offset value. An alternative option in PostgreSQL is dimensional compression where each dimension is separately compressed using algorithms such as run-length encoding. In [15] , the authors propose a compression scheme for the flat storage model in MonetDB. Morton-replacedXY [15] compresses data by representing a point with a z coordinate and Morton code that replaces the x and y coordinates.
Indexing. Both file-based solutions and DBMSs (based on the blocks model) by default organize data to preserve spatial proximity information and thus optimize query execution. This has been mostly done by using space-filling curves, such as the Hilbert curve [10] and the Z-order [20] . To further optimize performance, they use various spatial index structures such as R-Tree [7] , octree [9] , quadtree [26] etc. The flat model does not preserve spatial data properties by default, as it stores the x, y, and z coordinates independently. Therefore, one option is to treat data as non-spatial and thus use indexes not tailored to spatial data, such as a B+-Tree [29] . The alternative is to organize data to preserve spatial proximity information, which has been explored both in MonetDB [15] and PostreSQL [29] by using the Morton order.
The majority of the proposed solutions are traditional spatial index structures built in addition to the data model. Therefore, they require additional space resources which can introduce significant overhead, particularly for solutions based on the flat storage model [29] . An exception is the previously introduced MortonreplacedXY approach [15] . However, although the proposed solution integrates Morton order into the flat model, it still requires significant space resources, as Morton code and z value are stored per point cloud entry.
CONCLUSIONS
With the recent increase in the volume of point cloud data produced, existing data management solutions face two challenges: time and space efficiency. In this work we investigate how the efficiency requirements can be met in main memory column-store DBMSs.
We propose Space-Filling Curve Dictionary-Based Compression (SFC-DBC), a time and space-efficient solution to storing and managing point cloud data. Our solution employs dictionary-based compression in the spatial data management domain, enhancing it with indexing capabilities without introducing additional storage overhead. The SFC-DBC approach represents and indexes a point cloud entry through its position in an artificially introduced 3D dictionary space, taking advantage of space-filling curve properties for indexing purposes. We evaluate our approach in the context of SAP HANA and show space efficiency gains of up to 61% and query performance gains of up to 9.4x compared to other dictionary-based compression schemes.
